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Abstract

In this paper, we study a real-world JPEG image restora-
tion problem with bit errors on the encrypted bitstream.
The bit errors bring unpredictable color casts and block
shifts on decoded image contents, which cannot be resolved
by existing image restoration methods mainly relying on
pre-defined degradation models in the pixel domain. To
address these challenges, we propose a robust JPEG de-
coder, followed by a two-stage compensation and align-
ment framework to restore bitstream-corrupted JPEG im-
ages. Specifically, the robust JPEG decoder adopts an
error-resilient mechanism to decode the corrupted JPEG
bitstream. The two-stage framework is composed of the self-
compensation and alignment (SCA) stage and the guided-
compensation and alignment (GCA) stage. The SCA adap-
tively performs block-wise image color compensation and
alignment based on the estimated color and block offsets
via image content similarity. The GCA leverages the ex-
tracted low-resolution thumbnail from the JPEG header
to guide full-resolution pixel-wise image restoration in a
coarse-to-fine manner. It is achieved by a coarse-guided
pix2pix network and a refine-guided bi-directional Lapla-
cian pyramid fusion network. We conduct experiments on
three benchmarks with varying degrees of bit error rates. Ex-
perimental results and ablation studies demonstrate the supe-
riority of our proposed method. The code will be released at
https://github.com/wenyang001/Two-ACIR.

1. Introduction
Image restoration is a long-standing problem in computer

vision that has been extensively studied. Given a degraded
image, e.g., noisy, downscaled, hazing, or masked image,
existing image restoration works in image deblur [2, 23], de-
hazing [26], inpainting [16, 37], superresolution (SR) [6, 36]
are capable of restoring the high-quality counterpart, respec-
tively. These methods are mainly based on pre-defined image
degradation models in the pixel domain, but few attempts
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Figure 1. (a) Our work considers a real-world JPEG image restoration
problem with bit errors on the encrypted bitstream, where En/De represent
JPEG encoding/decoding and EK /DK represent encryption/decryption
employed in disks with the secret key K. We propose a robust JPEG
decoder, followed by a two-stage compensation and alignment framework
to address this problem. (b) Comparison of the standard decoder results with
our robust decoder results and our proposed two-stage framework results.
The proposed robust decoder can decode the corrupted JPEG bitstream
and the proposed two-stage framework can ultimately restore high-quality
images gradually from the decoded color-casted and misaligned images.

have been made in JPEG image restoration with the cor-
rupted bitstream. The big challenge of bitstream-corrupted
image restoration is the incurred JPEG decoding failures
make the decoding process stop at the bit errors and the
following bits cannot be decoded, as shown in Fig. 1 (b1).

In the real world, bit errors occur naturally in JPEG bit-
stream stored in digital devices, and as memory cells wear
out [27], uncorrectable bit errors are exposed externally.
NAND flash memory, as a type of non-volatile storage tech-
nology, is widely used in portable devices to store users’
data. Due to technology trends, it exhibits progressively
shorter lifetimes and increasingly relies on error correction
codes (ECC) to ensure the data storage integrity [20,24]. It is
well-known that [20,33] raw bit error rate (RBER) of NAND
flash memory grows rapidly as the program/erase cycle, tem-
perature, and retention years increase. As a result, bit errors
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may exceed ECC’s error correction capability and cause un-
recoverable bit errors. In addition, if the storage device is
severely damaged, or the ECC controller is not functioning
correctly, standard data reading [32] may not be possible.
Chip-off analysis [31] is often required to expose data in this
case, but it may more likely result in unpredictable bit errors
in the resolved data.

File carving [22] is an essential memory forensic tech-
nique that allows files to be recovered from unreliable NAND
flash memory. While existing JPEG file carving meth-
ods [7, 21, 29, 30] mainly focus on JPEG file carving in the
absence of filesystem metadata, few consider the situation
when the JPEG file itself is corrupted. Bit errors in the JPEG
bitstream can severely deteriorate the decoded image quality
by two kinds of error propagation [12]. In addition, from An-
droid 5.0, full-disk encryption (FDE) [10,11] is introduced to
protect users’ privacy. Once an Android device is encrypted,
all user-created data will be automatically encrypted before
committing it to disk and automatically decrypted before
accessing it from disk. For encrypted files stored in an An-
droid device, bit errors caused by the unreliable NAND flash
memory are directly reflected on the encrypted data, making
bit errors of the decrypted file become much more serious.
This issue brings a significant challenge to existing works.

Recently, deep learning methods [16, 36, 37, 41] have
shown great power in image restoration problems due to their
powerful feature representation ability. However, existing
image restoration methods may not be apt for the above-
mentioned problem because of unpredictable color casts and
block shifts of decoded image contents caused by bit errors.
As Fig. 1 (b1, b2) shows, decoders fail to generate visually
consistent images that may not be directly used for the end-
to-end training of existing image restoration methods.

Given the facts above, it is natural to raise a question:
given a corrupted JPEG bitstream, is it possible to restore the
image contents? With consideration of the FDE employed
in smartphones for privacy, the damaged JPEG image y in
the pixel domain can be formulated as:

y = De(DK(Bitflip(EK(En(x)))) (1)

where x represents the initial JPEG image, DK and EK

represent decryption and encryption of FDE, De and En
represent JPEG decoding and encoding, EK(En(x)) repre-
sents the corresponding encrypted JPEG bitstream by the
secret key K, and Bitflip represents random bit errors on
the encrypted data. To simplify the problem, we assume the
secret key is already known.

In this paper, we propose a robust JPEG decoder, followed
by a two-stage compensation and alignment framework to
restore bitstream-corrupted JPEG images. Specifically, the
robust decoder adopts an error-resilient mechanism, which
can decode the corrupted JPEG bitstream completely (see
Fig. 1 (b2)), compared to the aborting of JPEG decoding in

the standard decoder (see Fig. 1(b1)). To further resolve the
color cast and block shift problem in our decoded images,
we propose a two-stage compensation and alignment frame-
work, i.e., self-compensation and alignment (SCA) stage
and guided-compensation and alignment (GCA) stage. In
the first stage, SCA cast the problem as a segment detec-
tion problem and adaptively estimates suitable color and
block offsets for each segment to perform block-wise im-
age color compensation and alignment via image content
similarity. In the second stage, GCA leverages the extracted
low-resolution thumbnail (normally 160×120 [9, 25]) from
the JPEG header to guide full-resolution pixel-wise image
restoration. The GCA is achieved by coarse-to-fine neural
networks, including a coarse-guided pix2pix network and a
refine-guided bi-directional Laplacian pyramid fusion net-
work. As Figs. 1 (b3, b4) show, the proposed two-stage
framework deals with the color cast and block shift problem
and restores high-quality images ultimately. In summary,
our contributions are as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to
restore the JPEG image with bit errors on the encrypted
bitstream. Unlike existing works based on pre-defined
degradation models in the pixel domain, the discussed
problem in the bitstream domain causes unpredictable
color casts and block shifts on decoded images, which
is challenging and of great practical value.

• We propose a two-stage compensation and alignment
scheme for this problem, where the SCA stage and GCA
stage are proposed and combined into an end-to-end
architecture. The SCA is based on image content simi-
larity without training data, and the GCA employs the
coarse-guided pix2pix network and the refine-guided bi-
directional Laplacian pyramid fusion network to gradu-
ally restore full-resolution images.

• Extensive experiments and ablation studies have been
conducted to demonstrate the superiority of our pro-
posed method. Even for 2k-resolution images, our pro-
posed method can restore high-fidelity images with
faithful details, achieving PSNR up to 38.92 dB with
5.52 dB significant improvement compared to the base-
line EPDN method [26].

2. Background and Related Work
JPEG structure. In a standard JPEG encoding [19],

an image is divided into multiple blocks of 8 × 8 pixels,
where each block undergoes color space transform, discrete
cosine transform (DCT), quantization, differential pulse code
modulation coding (DPCM), run-length encoding (RLE),
and Huffman coding. Since the employed Huffman coding
is a variable-length coding method, bit errors in the encoded
bitstream may lead to serious error propagations. A recent
work [12] points out two kinds of error propagations, i.e.,
bit error propagation and DC error propagation, which can
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Figure 2. Overall structure of our method with a robust decoder, followed by a two-stage alignment and compensation framework. The input is the JPEG
corrupted encrypted bitstream. After the decryption, the JPEG corrupted decrypted bitstream is sent to the JPEG robust decoder to be fully decoded and to
extract the thumbnail. In the first stage, SCA can adaptively perform block-wise image color compensation and alignment based on the estimated color and
block offsets {∆Color ,∆Block}. In the second stage, GCA leverages the extracted low-resolution thumbnail both in a coarse-guided pix2pix network and a
refine-guided Laplacian pyramid fusion network to guide full-resolution pixel-wise image restoration in a coarse-to-fine manner.

severely deteriorate the decoded image quality.
Full-disk encryption. In storage devices, users’ data

are read and written in a sector-addressable device where
each sector is typically 512 or 4,096 bytes. Full-disk encryp-
tion (FDE) [11] is a widely used cryptography method in
smartphones that allows each sector of a disk volume to be
encrypted independently to protect users’ data privacy. There
are several encryption modes in FDE, of which the cipher
block chaining (CBC) [11] is the most widely used shown in
Fig. 3. Taking the encryption for illustration, the plaintext of
a sector is divided into blocks (Pi) of n bits, typically 128,
and each plain block Pi is exclusive ORed (XORed) with
the previous encrypted cipher block Ci−1, except for P1 that
is XORed with the encrypted salt-sector initialization vector
(ESSIV) determined by the secret key and unique sector
number. The corresponding output is encrypted by the Ad-
vanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm to obtain Ci.
In this condition, a bit error occurring in a cipher block, e.g.,
C2 of Sector 2, directly causes two adjacent plain blocks P2,
P3 corrupted after decryption as Fig. 3(b) shows. Hence,
bit errors appearing in encrypted data cause much more bit
errors in decrypted data. Fortunately, both encryption and
decryption are sector-independent, so bit errors in Sector 2
would not cause bit errors in other sectors as Fig. 3(c) shows.

Image restoration. Currently, a wider variety of im-
age degradation models have been studied, e.g., image de-
blur [2, 23], image inpainting [16, 37], image superresolu-
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Figure 3. Encryption/decryption of a sector is sector-independent. (a)
Encryption. (b) Decryption with bit errors in c2. (c) The decrypted JPEG
bitstream with the bit errors shown in (b) would not cause bit errors in other
sectors.

tion [6, 36], and image dehazing [15, 26]. Inspired by the
huge success of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
in image processing, CNN-based approaches have become
mainstream and achieved different image-to-image trans-
lations. Dong et al. proposed the first end-to-end CNN
network called SRCNN to directly learn a non-linear map-
ping from low-resolution images to high-resolution images.
After that, various network architectures have been proposed
for super-resolution, e.g., deep residual learning [39], Lapla-
cian pyramid learning [14]. Apart from super-resolution,
Cai et al. [1] proposed an end-to-end CNN-based network
for image dehazing called DehazeNat. Motivated by the
success of cGAN [5], Yanyun et al. [26] proposed a GAN-
based pix2pixhd [8, 35] model followed by a well-designed
enhance blocks to learn a mapping from hazed images to
dehazed images. These works mainly consider image restora-
tion based on pre-defined image degradation models on in
the pixel domain, but few consider JPEG bitstream corrupted
image restoration.

3. Our Method
The overall structure of our model is shown in Fig. 2, con-

sisting of a robust JPEG decoder and a two-stage alignment
and compensation framework, i.e., a self-compensation and
alignment (SCA) stage and a guided-compensation and align-
ment (GCA) stage. Given a corrupted JPEG bitstream after
decryption, it is first processed by the JPEG robust decoder
to make the compressed image data fully decoded, and ex-
tract the thumbnail from the JPEG header. For the corrupted
image, it is then sent to the SCA stage to adaptively perform
block-wise image color compensation and alignment based
on the estimated color and block offsets {∆Color,∆Block}.
After that, GCA first leverages the bicubic upsampled thumb-
nail to coarsely guide the self-compensated image to achieve
pixel-wise restoration through a pix2pix network, and then
gradually fuses the low-resolution thumbnail with multi-
scale bicubic downsampled images from the pix2pix net-
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work by the proposed Laplacian pyramid fusion network,
restoring the final full-resolution refined image.

3.1. Robust Decoder
Self-synchronization. Huffman coding is a variable-

length encoding method that is widely used in JPEG to
compress data. Recently, a published study [29] observed
that the self-synchronization property of JPEG files seems to
be possessed by JPEG files thanks to the large use of EOB, a
special codeword that is used to indicate the rest of decoded
AC coefficients of a block are all zeros. Self-synchronization
property means that bit errors in a bitstream can cause incor-
rect decoding at the beginning, but the decoder eventually
can get the same decoding sequence as the original. As
Fig. 5(a) shows, although there are three bits changed in the
bitstream that is going to start block21 decoding, the decoder
still can re-synchronize at block23. However, this property is
not utilized by standard JPEG decoders. The core reason is
that standard JPEG decoders lack error-resilient techniques.
Once a decoding failure occurring in decoding, an exception
is reported to abort the remaining blocks’ decoding.

Robust JPEG decoding. Here, we propose an error-
resilient mechanism in our robust decoder shown in Fig. 4.
There are two potential causes of a decoding failure that
can be detected in our decoder when processing Huffman
decoding in a Minimum Coded Unit (MCU) block. The first
is when the decoder encounters an invalid codeword that
cannot be found in the Huffman tables of the JPEG header.
The second is when the number of decoded coefficients of
an 8×8 block is more than 64, called coefficients overflow.
Once a decoding failure is detected, the error-resilient mech-
anism will discard a few bits to make the rest of the JPEG
decoding can be continually processed, even though it may
get some wrongly decoded blocks. As Fig. 4 shows, as-
suming MCU1 ∼ MCUi−1 are already correctly decoded
and MCUi is being decoded, the proposed decoder start de-
coding at bit address k to get Y , Cb, Cr blocks of MCUi,
respectively. Once a decoding failure is detected in the whole
MCUi decoding, our decoder will discard already decoded
blocks of MCUi and restart decoding JPEG bitstream at bit
address k + 1 until MCU can be fully decoded without any
errors. After that, the decoder will save the decoded MCUi,
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Figure 4. Error resilient mechanism in our robust JPEG decoder.
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record the bit address g, and start the next MCUi+1 decoding
at bit address g.

Although the proposed error-resilient mechanism can
make JPEG files be decoded completely, the decoding results
still have two problems as Fig.5(b) shows. The first problem
is called DC error propagation. Since DPCM is employed to
encode DC coefficients, the encoded DC value is the differ-
ence between the current block DC with the previous block
DC. Therefore, although the remaining blocks’ decoding is
the same after block22, the sync block22 DC changing leads
to the DC of these blocks being changed as Fig.5(b) shows.
The second problem is called block shift. Since JPEG files
construct 2D images by stacking blocks one by one from
top to bottom, left to right, self-synchronization eats up the
bitstream belonging to the block21, and hence causes the
remaining blocks to left shift one block.

3.2. Self-Compensation and Alignment
Segment detection and normalization. In JPEG images,

the DC coefficient of a block represents the average intensity
of the 8×8 pixels. A small DC coefficient variation ∆DC

can shift all 64 pixels of a block by L ·∆DC , where L is a
constant value. The high value of the DC variation undoubt-
edly causes the pixels to exceed the specified pixel range
[0, 255]. Observing that the DC error propagation results
in the same pixel shift for the following consecutively and
correctly decoded blocks (namely, blocks segment) before
the next self-synchronization, we intuitively cast this prob-
lem as an image segment detection problem. Blocks inside
a segment share the same DC shift and hence have smooth
image contents after decoding, and blocks between two con-
secutive segments have a big difference in image contents
after decoding. Taking advantage of this feature, we propose
a segment detection method based on the 2D image content
similarity. A segment point is deemed to be detected when
image contents have an abrupt change. Each segmented
point is determined by a horizontal and a vertical coordinate
as s = (h, v) in a 2D image, where h, v mod 8 = 0. We
first detect h and then detect v by fixing h.
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For the horizontal coordinate h, it can be easily deter-
mined by checking the pixel similarity across the horizontal
boundary of consecutive row blocks. Sum of Differences
(SoD) and Euclidean Distance (ED) are two commonly used
similarity metrics [28]. Lower SoD/ED values mean higher
pixel similarity. Here, we select ED as a similarity metric to
measure the pixel similarity across the horizontal boundary
of consecutive row blocks, expressed as:

EDh =
1

W
(
W∑
i=1

(
ph+1,i − ph,i

)2
)1/2, (2)

where EDh represents the pixel similarity between row h
and row h− 1, ph,i is the corresponding RGB values of the
pixels of the image at the position (h, i), and W is the width
of the image. Once we calculate all EDs for each h, those
having big ED are regarded as the horizontal coordinates of
the candidate segmented points.

After the horizontal coordinate h = 8ik of a segmented
point is detected, the corresponding vertical coordinate v =
8jk is required to be detected as Fig. 6(a) shows. A naive idea
is to check the pixel similarity across the vertical boundary
of consecutive blocks at h = 8ik. However, it is easier to
be misled since it only considers 8 pixels difference across
the vertical boundary. To address this problem, we propose
a new vertical detection method based on the coherence of
ED (CED) [28]. CED is defined as the difference between
adjacent EDs of row pixel blocks, expressed as:

CEDh,v = |EDh+8,v − EDh,v |, (3)

EDh,v =
1

W

(
W∑
i=v

(ph+1,i − ph,i)
2 +

v∑
i=1

(ph+9,i − ph+8,i)
2

)1/2

,

(4)

where CEDh,v represents the pixel similarity at the given
segmented point (h, v) and unlike EDh calculation, EDh,v

is calculated by two parts addition according to the verti-
cal coordinate v. Assuming two segments are divided by
the segmented point sk = (8ik, 8jk) in Fig. 6(a) where
the horizontal coordinate h is already determined, to detect
the vertical coordinate v, we calculate CEDs for all points

(h = 8ik, v = 8j) for j = 0, 1, 2.... Since lower ED val-
ues mean higher pixel similarity, when v < 8jk shown in
Fig. 6(b), compared to v = 8jk, the EDh+8,v decreases be-
cause adjacent row blocks are more similar and the EDh,v is
almost no changed because adjacent row blocks still belong
to the same segment, resulting in the overall CED decreas-
ing. And when v > 8jk shown in Fig. 6(c), the overall
CED decreases due to the same reason. It can be seen that
the vertical coordinate of the segmented point is determined
when CED reaches the maximum at v = 8jk.

After all segment points are detected, pixel normalization
is performed on each segment. At each color channel, it first
centers all pixels by subtracting the mean pixel value of the
segment to compensate for the abnormal DC shift of each
segment. To do so, most pixels are centered at zero with only
a few isolated pixel values of sync blocks that are extremely
high or low due to self-synchronization. These isolated
pixel values stretch the real pixel range and are required
to eliminate. We then use the Clip function to ensure the
overall pixel values in [-150, 150]. Finally, the min-max
normalization is applied to the whole image to re-scale the
pixel range back to [0, 255] for image display.

Block alignment. To ease the block shift problem caused
by self-synchronization, we add an additional block align-
ment processing. Given a misaligned image, the alignment
processing is to determine how many blocks each row should
shift to align with the upper row. For each row h, each time
the row shifts a block left or right, the corresponding EDh is
calculated. The number of blocks required to be shifted for
a row is determined when the EDh reaches the minimum.
This alignment operation will continue until the last row of
the image is aligned with the upper row.

3.3. Guided-Compensation and Alignment
Thumbnail integration. For most JPEG photos created

by phones or digital cameras, the thumbnail is auto-created
and embedded into the JPEG header of APP0 marker seg-
ment [9, 34], which are stored separately versus the actual
compressed data. Since the thumbnail is very small (typically
160×120 [9, 25])) compared to the actual compressed image
data, it is more likely to escape random bit errors. Therefore,
we introduce the thumbnail as the network additional input to
guide the image reconstruction. The introduced thumbnail is
first bicubic upsampled and then concatenated with the self-
compensated image as the inputs of pix2pix network [26].
Although the blurred thumbnail lacks details, it can bring
the required color and block alignment information.

Pix2pix network. The pix2pix network is based on the
previous works [8, 26], consisting of multi-resolution gen-
erators and multi-resolution discriminators. In our paper,
the pix2pix2 network concatenates the thumbnails and self-
compensated images from the SCA to coarsely guide the
resulting images with more consistent color and aligned
textures. The details of the network can be seen in the Sup-
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plementary Materials.
Laplacian pyramid fusion network. To refine the coarse

image from the pix2pix network, a pooling-enhanced mod-
ule is used in EPDN [26] to integrate the pix2pix network
input, i.e., the thumbnail and the self-compensated image.
However, observing that the thumbnail is blurred and the
self-compensated image is not fully aligned, neither of them
is a good choice for the pooling-enhanced module as they can
make the network focus unrelated features for fusion, e.g.,
the upsampled thumbnail makes the network results blur.
Conversely, instead of refining the coarse image, the pro-
posed bi-directional Laplacian pyramid fusion network aims
to refine the thumbnail gradually under the different scales
of the coarse image guidance, as Fig. 7(b) shows. Unlike the
Laplacian pyramid structure from existing works [13, 14],
our structure is bi-directional and relies on both upsampling
and downsampling processes. At first, from right to left, the
coarse image is bicubic downsampled to generate images
in different scales, which are then convolved with a convo-
lution block to generate pyramid high-frequency features
(gradually finer details). From left to right, the thumbnail
as low-frequency residual is gradually element-wise added
pyramid high-frequency details to get the final output. At
each step, the element-wise added feature is 2x upsampled
by a trainable de-convolution layer.

Loss Function. In this paper, we follow the same loss
functions from EPDN [26], including the adversarial loss
LA, the feature matching loss LFM , the perceptual loss
LV GG. Considering the employed Laplacian structure, we
adopt a robust Charbonnier loss function [13] LC to replace
the ℓ2 fidelity loss, i.e.,

LC =
1

L

L∑
i=1

(
(X̂i −Xi)

2 + ϵ2)
)1/2

, (5)

where X̂i and Xi denote the i-layer of the pyramid output
and the ground truth, L is the number of levels of the pyramid
outputs, and ϵ is empirically set to 1e-3. To make the network
focus on the block alignment information learning, we add an
additional edge loss LE [18], expressed as LE = ∥S(X̂)−
S(X)∥2, where S(X̂) and S(X) denote the Sobel Operator
on the estimated network output and the ground truth. The
overall loss function is:

L = LA + λ1LFM + λ1LV GG + λ2LE + λ3LC , (6)

where λ1, λ2, λ3 are user defined hyper-parameters. We
follow the same alternative iteration training scheme [26],
where the GAN module (generator and discriminator) is
first optimized by the LA, LFM and LE , and the Laplacian
pyramid fusion network and the generator is optimized by
LV GG, LE , and LC in one training step. The generator’s
weights are updated twice during each training step. More
details of the loss function can be seen in the Supplementary
Materials.

4. Experiment
4.1. Implementation Settings

Datasets. We conduct extensive comparisons and
ablation studies on AFHQ [3], CelebA-HQ [17] and
Cityscapes [4], corresponding to the image resolution
512×512, 1024×1024 and 2048×1024, respectively. JPEG
files from [3, 4, 17] are first encrypted by the full-disk en-
cryption (FDE) [10, 11] method, followed a bit error rates
(BER) setting of 10−5 in [12,33] on the encrypted bitstream,
and then decrypted by the same FDE method to construct
the datasets. As for the thumbnail setting, we assume that
the thumbnail comes from the bicubic downsampling, and
its maximum side of the thumbnail is fixed at 160 [19].

Training details. We adopt Adam optimizer with a batch
size of 4, a learning rate of 0.0002, and the exponential decay
rates of (β1, β2) = (0.6, 0.999) after epoch 100. The total
epochs are set to 200. The corresponding hyper-parameters
of the loss function are set as (λ1, λ2, λ3) = (10, 15, 150).
We implement our model with the PyTorch on an NVIDIA
GPU GeForce RTX 3090.

Evaluation Metrics. The peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) and structural similarity index (SSIM) in the Y
channel are used to measure the quality of restored images.

4.2. Experimental Results
Quantitative results. We conduct experiments on the

Cityscapes [4] dataset. To evaluate our proposed method
in handling different resolutions of JPEG image restoration,
we use bicubic downsampling methods to get additional
Cityscapes datasets with 1024×512 and 512×256 resolution.
Tab. 1 shows quantitative results with different methods.
Note that since the standard decoder aborts JPEG decoding
for the corrupted bitstream, we only show the PSNR and
SSIM of our robust decoder here. It can be seen that our
SCA can improve PSNR and SSIM by around 2 dB and
0.1. Based on the SCA’s results, we compare our GCA
network with a baseline image-to-image translation network
EPDN [26] which adopts the same pix2pix network. It
shows our GCA outperforms EPDN by a significant margin,
e.g., gaining PSNR of 8.54 dB improvement in 512×256
image reconstruction. The superior results of Cityscapes
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Figure 8. Visual comparison with bicubic and SOTA super-resolution methods for low-resolution thumbnails at scale factor 6.
Table 1. Quantitative comparison of different methods on different scales
of Cityscapes [4] datasets in terms of PSNR/SSIM.

Method Cityscapes [4]
512×256 1024×512 2048×1024

Robust decoder (Ours) 12.41/0.58 12.38/0.64 12.37/0.70
SCA (Ours) 14.34/0.72 14.32/0.75 14.31/0.78
SCA + EPDN 33.51/0.94 33.25/0.94 33.40/0.95
SCA + GCA (Ours) 42.05/0.98 40.09/0.97 38.92/0.97
Standard decoder Robust decoder (Ours)

SCA+EPDNSCA+GCA (Ours) GT

SCA (Ours)

Figure 9. Visual comparison of our method with the standard decoder and
the existing EPDN [26] method.

in different resolutions demonstrate the superiority of our
proposed two-stage SCA and GCA method.

Qualitative results. We qualitatively compare our
method with different methods in Fig. 9. The standard de-
coder fails to decode the corrupted JPEG bitstream. The
proposed robust decoder uses an error-resilient mechanism
that makes the corrupted JPEG bitstream fully decoded but
causes serious color casts and block shifts. Our proposed
SCA adaptively compensates for the color and block offsets
and hence delivers better visual results, demonstrating its
effectiveness. Compared with EPDN refining the pix2pix
network output, the proposed GCA refining the thumbnail
gradually benefits from the coarse guiding and refined guid-
ing, and hence delivers much-aligned and better visual image
contents. We provide more visual results in the Supplemen-
tary Materials.

4.3. Ablation Study
Impact of proposed components. We ablate several

proposed components in the Cityscape dataset in Tab. 2

Table 2. Ablation Study of the impact of our proposed components in SCA
and GCA stages.

Method Cityscapes [4]
512×256 1024×512

w/o SCA 33.88/0.92 33.52/0.91
w/o Block alignment in SCA 36.50/0.95 35.01/0.92
w/o Laplacian fusion in GCA 36.65/0.95 36.16/0.93
w/o Edge & Charbonnier loss 41.27/0.98 39.53/0.97
Ours 42.05/0.98 40.09/0.97

Table 3. Quantitative comparison in PSNR/SSIM of bicubic, SOTA SR, and
our method at different scale factors on Cityscapes [4] datasets

Method Scale factors
×3 ×6

Bicubic 30.94/0.88 29.79/0.82
SRMD [40] 33.37/0.92 31.66/0.87
USRNet [38] 32.78/0.92 31.18/0.86
Ours 42.05/0.98 40.09/0.97

as followings: 1) w/o SCA: remove the whole SCA (i.e.,
Segment detection & normalization, block alignment). 2)
w/o Block alignment in SCA. 3) w/o Laplacian fusion
in GCA: remove the Laplacian pyramid fusion network in
the GCA and use the EPDN’s pooling-enhanced module
instead. 4) w/o Edge & Charbonnier loss: use the original
ℓ2 fidelity instead of loss LC and LE . For each setting, we
will re-train our model. These ablation studies demonstrate
that the proposed components are effective for the bitstream-
corrupted JPEG image restoration, especially the proposed
SCA and Laplacian fusion playing the most important role
in the final restored image’s quality.

Impact of thumbnail-guided image restoration. Cur-
rent image restoration methods cannot resolve bitstream-
corrupted JPEG files. Given recovered low-resolution thumb-
nails, we compare our thumbnail-guided method with state-
of-the-art (SOTA) super-resolution (SR) methods in bicubic
degradation on the Cityscape dataset. Because SR methods
only support integer scale factors, we keep the low-resolution
thumbnails at 170×85. Results and qualitative comparisons
of ×6 scale are shown in Tab. 3 and Fig. 8, respectively. Our
method outperforms USRNet [38] and SRMD [40] in PSNR
and SSIM, especially in the scale factor x6 with around
PSNR/SSIM of 8 dB/0.1 improvement.

4.4. Generalization Capability
Varying degradation of thumbnails. We test the gen-

eralization of our method in handling different unseen
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Figure 10. Visual comparison of our GCA results on varying BERs. The bicubic upsampled thumbnail and the ground truth are given for comparison.
Bicubic Ours GT

Figure 11. Visual comparison on unseen degraded thumbnails by isotropic
Gaussian kernels with kernel widths [38, 40] of 0.7 (top) and 1.2 (bottom).

degraded thumbnails, including a representative degrada-
tion in superresolution: isotropic Gaussian kernels with
widths [38, 40] of 0.7 and 1.2. The training of our GCA
is under the bicubic degraded thumbnails, and the testing is
under unseen degraded thumbnails. Qualitative comparisons
are shown in Fig. 11. The results show that our method still
can deliver impressive results for these unseen thumbnails,
which demonstrates its superiority in generalizability.

Varying BERs of degraded images. We also evaluate
our method in more complex datasets, i.e., AFHQ [3] and
CelebA-HQ [17], and test the generalization of our method in
handling varying degrees of BERs in the JPEG file without
retraining, including BERs on the encrypted bitstream of
10−6, 10−5, and 10−4. The training is under the BER=
10−5, and the testing is under various BERs. Experimental
results are shown in Tab. 4. We can observe that our two-
stage method can still achieve outstanding results (>32dB)
in large BER of 10−4.

Moreover, qualitative comparisons on CelebA-HQ with
different BERs are shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 12. The left part
of Fig. 12 shows the bitstream-corrupted JPEG images with
varying degrees of BERs decoded by the standard decoder.
Compared to the standard decoder, the proposed SCA shows
great ability in resolving this problem, which can deliver

BER = 𝟏𝟎!𝟒 BER = 𝟏𝟎!𝟓 BER = 𝟏𝟎!𝟔 BER = 𝟏𝟎!𝟒 BER = 𝟏𝟎!𝟓 BER = 𝟏𝟎!𝟔
Standard decoder SCA (Ours)

Figure 12. Visual comparison of the standard decoder’s results (Left) with
our SCA’s results (Right) on various BERs.

Table 4. Quantitative comparison on varying BERs in terms of PSNR/SSIM
with the training under BER= 10−5

Method BER AFHQ [3] CelebA-HQ [17]

SCA
(Ours)

10−4 13.44/0.45 12.29/0.57
10−5 16.77/0.70 16.06/0.77
10−6 17.46/0.73 15.82/0.74

SCA+GCA
(Ours)

10−4 32.41/0.86 35.45/0.92
10−5 39.00/0.94 41.76/0.97
10−6 41.39/0.95 41.85/0.97

much better visual results as BER decreases. In Fig. 10,
our method achieves the best results with more textures at
the BER of 10−6, and even if the BER is up to 10−4, our
method still can guarantee a good visual result compared to
the bicubic upsampling method. These Results demonstrate
the generalization ability of our method. We provide more
visual results in the Supplementary Materials.

5. Conclusion
This paper introduced a real-world JPEG image restora-

tion problem with bit errors on the encrypted bitstream.
We proposed a robust JPEG decoder, followed by a two-
stage compensation and alignment work to restore bitstream-
corrupted JPEG images. The robust JPEG decoder adopts
an error-resilient mechanism to decode the corrupted JPEG
bitstream. The two-stage framework comprises the self-
compensation and alignment (SCA) stage and the guided
compensation and alignment (GCA) stage, which aims to
resolve the decoded images’ color cast and block shift prob-
lem. The SCA is based on image content similarity free
from training data, and the GCA employs coarse and refine-
guided networks to restore full-resolution images gradually.
Extensive experimental results and ablation studies show the
effectiveness of our proposed method. We believe that this
problem and our solution have the potential to be further
explored in future studies.
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